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THE ORIGINS
Capitalizing on the three pillars of cost mitigation

Simple tools, used by the earliest known

Evaporation of knowledgeable technical

miners, to technological innovations,

employees replaced with eager, tech-

introduced in the Second Industrial

savvy workers presents challenges across

Revolution, serve as catalysts to develop

various industries, including fertilizer

today’s information-enabled smart plants

mining. Technology fills the fissure,

that address the ever-evolving goal of

capturing retiring experience through

increasing production yield. Producers

historical machine information via human

mining granular fertilizer continually

machine interface (HMI) screens and

focus on achieving higher product yield,

control logic. Pairing smart plant machine

through plant efficiency, while balancing

technology with swiftly adaptable

customer demand for superior granular

technology-wise employees reconfigures

product. The fertilizer mining industry

plant optimization, as the industry

continues to evolve, as legacy process

acclimates to these changes. Faster,

experts from the vast Baby Boom

smarter, programmable, flexible,

Generation with over thirty years of

information-enabled, coordinated control

experience yield to up-and-coming

schemes and evolving OEM equipment

Generation X and Y colleagues.

reset modus operandi for down-time
scenarios.

In data-driven operations environments, management regimes frequently rely on
finance-related backgrounds, as opposed to engineering- or service-oriented executives,
to steer growth in the emergent industry landscape. Financially-minded chief executives
focus on process partnerships with OEM to deliver proven solutions. Best practices and
successful implementation culminate in achieving lower total cost of ownership (TCO).
Obtaining lower TCO directly relates to key OEM partner process expertise. For example,
Ludman Industries focuses on three pillars of cost mitigation through:
Capital investment
Spare part management program
Service maintenance programs implemented to increase up-time
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COST MITIGATION
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GRANULAR PRODUCTION
Preferred agglomeration and ideal sizing methods

Relating to these three pillars, one must

and ideal sizing means, through crushing,

observe product application, as a critical

for product application K2SO4. The

path toward attaining lower total cost of

compaction process product specific

ownership. In regards to fertilizer product

conditions typically include feed

sizing applications, three major production

temperature of less than 200°F; PSD 20-70

markets exist:

mesh feed; approximately 165 linear feet

Sulfates

per minute roll compactor speed; high

Chlorides

pressure requirements; 15 - 30 tons per

Salts

linear inch and low moisture of <0.1%;
specific gravity of 2.04 ultra-deep groove

Each product category applies specific

corrugation design with digital gap control

requirements, different from the others.

systems; and active hydraulic automation

Compaction variables include pressure,

tuning abilities. Operating within these

temperature, time in the nip zone (speed),

parameters, a roll compactor press

moisture and product feed size

discharges densified flakes with ¾ inch

distribution (PSD).

thickness that are 40 inches
wide at machine throughput rate of 175

One may examine the ends of sulfate

metric tons per hour.

granular production through the preferred
agglomeration method, compaction,

The compaction process allows for 10% waste fines, with the other product
considered 90% over-sized ready for the sizing system, improved by coordinated
roll and automatic gap control systems. These systems improve overall system
efficiency between 4 – 7%. Machine technology innovation enables operators to
coordinate absolute equipment control, attaining repeatable, constant and
uniformly compacted flake sheets. Next, as flake conveys to sizing and screening
systems, one observes the impact of granular sizing.
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ROLL TIMING
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SIZING TECHNIQUES
Efficiency gains influenced by flake thickness and corrugation depth realized
through roll timing

Figures 1(a) & 1(b): Untimed versus timed rolls exhibit the following crushing torque curves.
Granular sizing deploys two primary

Each of the three process applications

sizing techniques, used in all

requires a short list of observations,

granulation production centers,

which, with small changes impacts

including either impact sizing

production both negatively, and more

equipment, such as cone crushers and

importantly, positively, leading to

cage mill crushers, or roll sizing

efficiency gains. The roll compaction

equipment, such as flake breakers and

process employs efficiency

roll crusher mills. Similar to

improvements, through the following

compaction parameters, roll sizing

methods. Utilizing coordinated roll

equipment accounts for product

control and torque sharing with

specific variables, such as roll sheer;

absolute roll positioning and gap

roll speed; LePage-CutTM sizing and

control maximizes uniformly

rifling discharge grooves; Allis-Cut

discharged flaked product. The

designed, corrugated rolls; roll gap;

geometric element of the process,

feed rate and uniform feed rate

displayed in the following images,

science; roll materials; and super

directly influences the formerly

alloys, abrasion- and corrosion-

mentioned equipment efficiency

resistant, for Mean Time Between

methods.

Failure (MTBF) requirements.
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TORQUE APPLICATION
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ROLL PERFORMANCE
Efficiency gains influenced by flake thickness and corrugation depth realized
through roll timing

Figures 2(a) & 2(b): Competitors hexadur & non-sine corrugated rolls vs. Ludman coordinated roll flake.
The graph displaying un-timed roll

significant amount of fine debris

performance during the sizing process

remain. This image demonstrates a

highlights unpredictable changes in

simplified perspective of impact

torque direction with high torque

crushing. With the same piece of

amplitude variance, during the sizing

chalk, holding it in both hands, snap it

process. Each time the line changes

in half. Now, two large pieces with

direction, fines produce, amplified

minimal fines remain. This second

linearly by torque variance values. The

image represents an abridged view of

graph depicting timed roll

roll crusher sizing.

performance yields 4 – 7% gain in
fines reduction, while similar changes

Instead of impact crushing product,

in torque direction result in minimal

sheer slicing product results in

amplitude variance levels.

crushing circuit yield of 43% over
typical impact yield of 33%. While 10%

Next, examine two illustrations

or more crushing circuit yield

contrasting impact crushing and

improvement seems minor, the

exemplifying roll crushing efficiency

downtime savings of even 3 hours,

improvements. Imagine throwing a

such as getting the plant fully online

piece of chalk against a wall. After

and having the system reach full

retrieving, a few larger pieces and

capacity, garners significant benefits.
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FINES REDUCTION
Sizing up significant savings, eliminating millions of capital investment through
roll crushing efficiency improvements

Fines reduction of 30% over system

production can amount to $50,000 per

operation leads to smaller screens,

hour. Nature of the production

crushers, conveyance, bucket elevators,

environment and product affecting

dust collection systems, recirculation

equipment in fertilizer mining leads to

material handling equipment, medium

inevitable parts wear and damage,

voltage switchgear, low voltage variable

causing unforeseen downtime. OEM

frequency drives, motor control center

partners with an approach to highest up-

power requirements and a smaller

time, through focusing on service and

building—generating more savings.

parts procurement, can save producers

Reducing ownership costs through

valuable time, often halving outage

precision crushing result in significant

duration. For example, spare roll and

savings, eliminating millions of capital

bearing assemblies for a roll compactor

investment. To illustrate this beneficial

press often take twelve months to source

approach, see below.

and manufacture. Maintaining spare sets
on-site, as opposed to storing at the OEM

Plant managers, maintenance planners,

provider, can reduce days of downtime.

production managers and procurement

$50,000 lost every hour of 36 hours of

managers, alike, equate the cost of an hour

downtime results in approximately $1.8MM

of downtime. A typical figure of direct

production loss.

downtime impact leading to lost

Figures 3: Savings impact from turnkey OEM partners reduce operation, maintenance, and unplanned
downtime, outage-related costs.
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OEM GLOBAL SUPPORT, PROACTIVE SERVICE
PROGRAMS AND HIGH QUALITY PROVEN PARTS
MITIGATE POTENTIAL LOSSES AND DIRECTLY AFFECT
THE FERTILIZER PRODUCER’S BOTTOM LINE.

CONCLUSION

Smart plant technology incorporated with proven OEM
systems, including efficient, optimized compaction and
crushing methods for diverse applications, leads to millions
of producer savings over a project’s lifetime. The three
pillars of cost mitigation delivered through an OEM and
producer partnership result in synchronized benefits,
reducing total cost of ownership and increasing up-time.
This wholesale approach garners benefits that reduce risk as
legacy technical employees retire and technology-oriented
employees replace them, and serve to satisfy financiallyminded C-Suites.
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